**TULIP TREE**

**FORM**
- **HEIGHT**: 50 feet
- **WIDTH**: 30 feet
- Oval to conical crown with upright, spreading branches

**LEAF**
- Simple, bright green, rounded to oblong (tulip-shaped), four lobes and a notched to flat top with smooth edges; emerge in spring

**FALL COLOUR**
- Golden yellow

**BARK**
- Smooth, light grey-green when young; dark grey ridges with white furrows in diamond patterns when mature

**FLOWER**
- Large, yellow-green with orange insides, showy, cup-shaped (tulip-like); emerge in early summer; flowers may take up to 10 years to develop after planting

**FRUIT**
- Small, brown, dry, oblong, cone-like clusters of winged samaras; mature in late summer/early fall